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Touch And Feel Wild Animals Touch Feel
This wild-animal-themed touch-and-feel book is perfect for young children. They will love reading the funny rhyme about not touching the
animals... and then doing it anyway!
This chunky board book offers little readers a collection of touch-and-feel wild animals.
A touch, feel, and hear book about wild animals.
Touch and Feel Wild AnimalsTouch and Feel
A touch and feel book introducing words, colors, and textures associated with various animals.
"From a koala's woolly fur to an elephant's leathery ear, there are several fun textures to explore in this book that you read and touch!"--Back
cover.
Peek A Boo! is a series of lively animal board books with full-page fold-out flaps, that unfold to reveal where the animals are hiding and what
they are up to. These titles look at baby animals, farm animals, perfect pets and wacky wild animals. Bold and beautiful photography of cute
baby animals, wonderful wild animals and funny farm animals will stimulate and encourage children to participate in the animals' hide-andseek! With touch and feel areas to explore, and a lively combination of photography and artwork, toddlers will want to read these stimulating
books again and again.

Introduce your baby to cute cuddly animals with touch and feel textures. Tickle and touch the textures together with your baby and
help them discover all about cuddly animals. Let their little hands roam to find a shaggy-haired pony, a fluffy lion cub and a fuzzytailed bushbaby.
With texture patches, bumpy patterns, and tactile glitter, babies and toddlers will find this touch-and-feel wild animals book really
fun and really feely! Meet the stripy tiger cub, the elephant calf with big flappy ears, the scaly chameleon, and other favourite wild
animals. Gentle text builds knowledge, and invites you to explore as you find out the name of each wild animal and learn about its
features. From the amazing, 3-D, raised-picture effect cover, to the incredibly tactile insides, Really Wild Animals is beautifully
made and sure to delight preschoolers.
An adorable interactive board book with cute rhymes and touch-and-feel areas.
Introduce little ones to colorful wild animals in this storytime touch-and-feel! Meet colorful wild animals in this early learning touchand-feel! With elements on every page to keep little hands busy, and adorable illustrations, young ones will love this interactive
furry, bumpy, and fuzzy adventure in the wild!
Originally published by Pitchell & Gunzi in 2005.
Simple text and photographs with tactile patches introduce such wild animals as the lion, lizard, and dolphin. On board pages.
Pictures of various animals include textures for the reader to touch.
Describes animals with examples of fur and skin.
A tactile silicone touch-and-feel book filled with wild animals!
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Your baby will love the wild animals in this touch-and-feel
The ideal first book to introduce animals to toddlers - packed with colourful images and clear word-labels to encourage early learning Help
your toddler learn all about animals in My First Animals. From tiny minibeasts and sea creatures to big biters and stripy animals, My First
Animals helps your toddler explore the wild world of creatures big and small. Each page introduces a new animal group such as farm animals
or baby animals to keep early learning simple and fun. With colourful, bright photographs alongside clear word-labels your little one will know
their beasties from their butterflies in no time. Perfect for encouraging children to build vocabulary and language skills My First Animals helps
toddlers grasp early concepts. Your little one will love discovering the animal kingdom while holding the chunky pages of this tactile board
book. Read it together and help them turn the pages to learn about the animal world.
Peek-A-Boo!is a series of animal board books with full-page fold-out flaps that unfold to reveal where the animals are hiding and what they
are up to. Bold and beautiful photography of cute baby animals, wonderful wild animals and funny farm animals will stimulate and encourage
children to participate in the animals' hide and seek! With touch and feel areas to explore, and a lively combination of photography and
artwork, toddlers will want to read these stimulating books again and again.
Introducing Peekaboo Wild Animals from the gorgeous new range of illustrated baby books and other materials from Make Believe Ideas.
Each title features beautiful illustrations from French illustrator Veronique Petit. This book includes a fold-out mirror for added fun.
Packed with striking animal photography and more than 15 exciting textures, Touch and Feel Animals Box Set contains three informative
books in a slipcase. Full color.
Meet lots of friendly wild animals in this touch-and-feel book that's perfect for babies and young children to discover first wild animal facts!
There are fun, simple words to read and share together, eye-catching wild animal photographs to look at and discover, and tactile textures to
tickle, touch and feel the animals. This book is perfect for sharing with babies and young children to introduce first animal and early learning
facts, and to encourage little fingers to explore and play with the tactile textures in each book.
Help your child discover all about amazing wild animals with touch and feel textures Touch and Feel Wild Animalsis full of furry, bumpy, scaly,
silky, soft and shiny textures in a chunky book. Encourage your child to learn early concepts such as colours, shapes and patterns as they
turn each page.Turn the page and see what it is...I have rough bumpy skin, I am green, what am I? A lizard of course! Perfect for
encouraging tiny fingers to explore and young minds to develop. Sturdy pages with rounded corners mean Touch and Feel Wild Animalswill
provide years of enjoyment.
Invites young readers to feel the textures of young animals, including a chick, a rabbit, a lion cub, and a baby gibbon.
Introduce your baby to wild animals with touch and feel textures Get to know how wild animals feel with Baby Touch and Feel Roar! Roar! Let
them touch and learn about wild animal mums and babies with a hairy lion and her cubs, a gorilla with a textured face and a fuzzy baby
gorilla, and a polar bear in twinkly snow with a fluffy bear cub! Encourage your baby to learn early concepts such as colours, shapes and
patterns as they turn each page. The easily recognisable images and labels will encourage recognition and naming of objects while the
textured format promotes sensory learning. This chunky package is perfect for encouraging tiny fingers to explore and young minds to
develop. Sturdy pages with rounded corners means Baby Touch and Feel Roar! Roar! will provide hours of enjoyment.
Hello Wild Animals! introduces some wild animals of the world, the names they go by, and the sounds they make. Beautifully illustrated and
fun to read, this book is great for reading out loud while children have fun making all the animal noises. Features padded front case and touchPage 2/3
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and-feel plush insert.
Featuring stunning photos of wild animals, this book introduces babies to the colours, textures and habitats of animals that live in the wild.
EVA Foam

Curious babies will love this new Baby Einstein board book, featuring stunning full color photos of wild animals with touch
and feel panels. Babies will be introduced to animals that live in the wild through endearing text and delightful
illustrations. Baby Einstein Books is an imprint of developmentally appropriate, interactive books designed to introduce
children ages 0-3 to classic poetry, art, and foreign languages in a fun and accessible way. A combination of playful
images, beautiful photography, and bold illustrations with multilayered text will captivate and stimulate babies and young
children. This “humanities for babies” program, based on the award-winning video series, taps into the natural learning
potential of young children—and their parents’ aspirations for them.
Babies and young children will love the bright, bold images and stimulating tactiles in this first touch-and-feel book about
friendly wild animals. Have fun feeling the furry panda, the stripy tiger and more! Visit Baby Touch online to see all the
books in the series
Describes animals such as rabbits, elephants, and chimpanzees, in a book that invites young readers to feel a rough and
bumpy skinned lizard, a hairy orangutan, and a velvety calf.
The hugely popular Touch, Feel & Hear board books are finally available again. Little ones will love to see their favourite
animals brought to life through the stunning photographic images, fun-to-touch texture panels and four amazingly life-like
sound buttons.
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